Survival in a
‘New Normal’ world
By Amerie Rose
Director and project manager
at ESSENCE of Exeter CIC

Those “all over the place” feelings you’ve been having? They are symptoms
of stress, NOT personal failures of yours.
Do you feel FLAKEY + INCONSISTENT? That’s b/c your brain doesn’t
know what news to brace for next, or what next month will hold. (1)

While the UK Chancellor has rolled out a titanic flotilla of financial life rafts,
yet from the perspective of our own sinking ships, it appears that there are
very few spaces for social enterprises and entrepreneurs. We are finding that
many of our members simply do not fit into the mould of business to which
the Government has (so far) put out their steadying hand. A look inside the
world of three Exeter social enterprises and a proposition for survival in
a ‘New Normal’ World…
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FALLING OR JUMPING?

Let us begin with absolute honesty. Nobody, nowhere, knows exactly what is going to
happen next. There is no clear path out of this situation. Humanity is teetering on the edge
of sanity with nowhere left to look but into the chasm of what we have created for
ourselves. Dare we ask, ‘Will this catch us when we fall?’?
From the individual to the interpersonal, this virus is exposing that its impact is far reaching
and universal. The breadth of experience of it is as wide as the breadth of inequality which
characterises our species’ existence on this planet. It is also exposing that our current
trajectory may not be the most resilient, nor the most sustainable way to go forwards from
here.
One of the gifts of Covid-19 is that it has forced our attention onto the ordinary things. We
are learning what is essential in life and many of us are discovering for the first time what it
truly means to be vulnerable. And amongst us, extraordinary people are speaking up to
ensure that all voices are heard and all voices considered as we go through this journey
and, eventually, pick ourselves back up from this fall.
I propose that we embrace our descent into insanity; inoculate ourselves with its lessons,
find the hidden gems and emerge with a determination to do better. I propose that to do
better we need to co-create a world in which everybody and everywhere is regarded as
equal. Such a thing would be of benefit to ourselves as much as anyone else.
Furthermore, such a thing would reinstate sanity as the benchmark of human success.

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN SOLID GROUND AND SKY…
“I am close to the edge of insanity”, Finance Director of a social enterprise, ANON

On a daily basis, we are bombarded with an assertion that the economic implications of
the Coronavirus pandemic are as critical, if not more so, than the health implications.
“Economic contagion is now spreading as fast as the disease itself” (2) which is driving
business and enterprise into crisis mode. To assert some control over the descent, the UK
Chancellor has rolled out a titanic flotilla of financial life rafts. Yet from the perspective of
our own sinking ships, it appears that there are very few spaces for social enterprises and
entrepreneurs. We are finding that many of our members simply do not fit into the mould of
business to which the Government has (so far) put out their steadying hand.
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One such company is Double Elephant (D.E.) CIC, an Exeter city centre based Print
Workshop offering courses, resources and support to over 110 artist members and over
3000 children, young people and adults through their outreach programme which extends
across the South West.
As tenants, they receive their business rate waiver by default to the building they operate
out of so did not qualify for the automatic £10,000 grant. Furthermore, like many in the
service industry, they are looking to the recovery period in trepidation as there is still no
clear central guidance on how the transition from lockdown to full access will be managed
over time.
Business Director Claire Binden shared their story with me:
It was crisis mode, we prepared in any way we could. We are not eligible for government
support yet we still need to cover our absolute core costs. And that, alongside managing
the very personal impact of this crisis. All of our staff are freelance with varying degrees of
access to the Government’s support package for self-employed people. We have various
family situations to manage. What I experienced was everyone looking after each other,
which I believe reflects in the greater shift we are seeing in society, a good shift.
The team came back with a sense of positivity which gave Claire the head of steam she
needed to go back to the finances and work a way through. What came to the fore was
their priorities:
1) Keep a sense in the public arena that we are still here and still doing things
2) Reach out to the people we work with (in particular mental health) so that the support
we offer to them does not disappear.
What we see now is the nature of community that has grown and thrived in our workshop,
spilling out into neighbourhoods. One artist, supported by our Devon County Council’s
‘Doing what matters’ grant and herself in isolation, has been cutting and making Lino
rainbows, sending them to key workers, who then send an image back to us here at
D.E.H.Q. Another artist has approached us with an interest in curating an online gallery
about creativity and well being. What we sense is that by not being a business which can
chose furlough, we can keep going, keep innovating, keep sharing content.
“Supporting the UK’s social enterprises will increase the chance of a quick, fair and
inclusive recovery from this lockdown.” (3)
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The need to maintain contact with our audiences echoes through the experience of
another members. Magic Carpet are a charity and social enterprise established in 1981 to
help people gain self-confidence and well-being through participation in the creative arts.
They are passionate believers in the power of creativity to help anyone challenged by
health and social circumstances.
Co-chair of the Trustees, Jacky Cox had this to say:
The first tough decision was taken out of our hands and that was to cease delivery of our
face to face groups. Most of our participants are vulnerable adults with underlying health
conditions, so we were already in the process of coming to that conclusion ourselves.
The next decision was, ‘Can we do something? Do something online? Would that be a
useful thing for the people we work with?’ This was difficult because we work with people
for whom the social connections are most important - for some people it’s the only social
connection they have in the week so there were concerns around people’s wellbeing. But
there was no time to sense check that through our usual process of consultation with our
users.
Above all, Magic Carpet understands the importance of keeping connected with their
people and are looking forward to when they can meet face to face again.
When you’ve lost all of your contacts with people it is difficult to pick them up again so we
were aware early on of the need to find ways to keep in touch.

Uncertainty, caused to a large extent by the lack of clear guidance or transparency from
central government, is putting undue pressure on our members, the majority of whom are
continuing to operate amid this crisis. At a time when the opportunity to innovate and adapt
could be rife, their energies are consumed with trawling through red tape, negotiating
numerous dead ends, rewriting funding applications for redesigned projects that are now
‘Covid-19 focussed’… and within all that maintaining a glimmer of hope that they will find
the means to get through this and be able to continue their vital work. And yes, a brief
glance through the myriad of petitions on sites such as change.org makes clear that their
struggles are not unique to social enterprises but are shared by many other SME
businesses in the UK and internationally. However, a key difference is that socially driven
businesses exist for ALL of us. They are doing what they do for our elderly parents, our
disabled cousins, our disadvantaged neighbours, our marginalised youth, our broken
communities and our fracturing planet. And it is their actions, at this time, which will help to
alleviate the inequalities which will only be compacted as this virus takes its toll on our
society.
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Community has opened its eyes and is responding. The marginalised and the dependent
remind us that we are all in this together. One advantage to living on the edge is that you
have a much better grip on the whole, and it is here that Social Enterprises are King. Right
here, somewhere between the solid ground of ‘business as usual’, and the blue sky
thinking of possibilities.

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
“Your fish is sick. Germ theory: isolate the fish. Terrain theory: clean the tank.” (4)

For the first time in humankind’s history, we have everything we need for our species and
this planet to not only become healthy again, but to thrive. Yet, let us not fall into the trap of
believing that everyone would like everyone else to be healthy and thriving. We have been
brought up within a ‘Survival of the Fittest’ agenda which results in a group process
whereby competition is rife. The virus exposes the intricate inequalities of British society
(inequalities in access to care, distribution of resources, personal and community
resilience etc) which results in either a speeding up or postponing of death. But in a world
which is ever more connected and a population which is ever more informed, we are no
longer ignoring the ones who are left behind. As Aquinas would remind us with his concept
of ‘Natural Law’, our humanity appears to carry deeply imbedded within "the somewhat
vacuous imperative to do good and avoid evil.” (5)

Here is more from Claire at Double Elephant:
Above all, we want to know that everything we are doing is useful.
Without the technical resources to access and compete within an online market we are
turning our attention to what we can offer our community for free. The newly launched
#WeGottaPrintThroughThis project has a wellbeing focus and we have noticed we are also
attracting a new audience as well as getting attention from Devon County Council.
We have looked at finances going forwards and put a six month emergency plan in place.
And we have created a shadow ‘ready to go’ plan for re-opening in June, July, August. So
we are ready to go, but also aware that it will take time to build back up to our pre C19
levels, especially in the face of continued social distancing measures.
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So, what does survival look like? What does it mean to be fit? Is it fair or wise to be
subjecting our Social Enterprises and Entrepreneurs to a race to the top when the race is
already rigged towards those who carry the advantage?
Research shows that half the social sector could run out of money by June. Social
enterprises need this support now #SaveOurSocEnts to #BuildBackBetter. bit.ly/
SOSocEnts (6)

I got an insight into what a financially robust business leader does amid a crisis when
speaking to Helen James, founder and Director of Nutriri*. With an army of volunteers who
are fast-tracking their training skills to be able to deliver online, she is upholding the values
of diversity and equality and making tracts in undoing the damage caused by diet culture.
Nutriri* were already operating primarily in an online space but are now faced with an
amplified environment of body shaming posts clashing with a lockdown existence where
diet, movement and exercise habits have been thrown into chaos. Their initial response
was to quieten down to avoid customer overwhelm but the need for service is being
magnified as the body shaming media noise just gets louder. So she hopes to be back and
visible soon with her post activist approach giving emotional support to her community
through connecting people up and reducing isolation around these issues.
Helen said herself that it is a double edged sword of fear that enables her to keep going. In
the one hand a determination that the progress she is making on changing culture will not
slip backwards within this current climate. In the other hand an awareness that she has
had two major burnouts in the past and, as tempting as it is to push into their response,
she will be staying more tuned into her personal capacity so that she can remain a person
that people can consistently rely upon.
The pressure comes greatest because we are still in the grant reliability stage rather than
the income generating stage. Pre Covid19, I was working with a social investment funder
but the runway to this appears to have lengthened considerably. From a business
perspective, Nutriri* falls through all the gaps of government automatic payouts and selfemployment income. With no sign on the horizon of support for pre-funded start-ups who
can show a developing spend/loss account, I find myself in the position of the funding
being hit but the need increasing.
Part of her resilience is that, currently, she does not need to draw a personal income from
the business. However, she has applied for Employment Support Allowance but is left
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wondering, ‘Does this mean I will have to take a job? And if I do, what happens to my
business then?’.
“In abstract isolation, no particular [trading] model is better than or preferred to any other.
In practice, a business adopting one model may produce better overall returns than an
example of another model due to specific factors such as the quality of the management
team, the market environment, or the strength of competing organisations.” (7)

As an established charity and social enterprise with a more traditional staffing structure,
and no new trading options available to them, Magic Carpet found themselves able to take
the furloughing route. However, they found it was an ‘all or nothing’ decision which has
seen them lose their key management and session staff.
With their freelance artists, they have the option to develop new ‘open access’ ways of
reaching their audience through online sessions and activity packs but, in order to do this,
they need funding. Funding applications, finance management and project overview is all
work formally done by the now furloughed staff. So, it is a steep learning curve for the
Trustee group who are stepping up to the challenge but also have their own work,
businesses and personal lives to balance within this company’s needs.
During that early decision making phase, time was of the essence. Once their beneficiaries
were ‘staying at home’, for each day they delayed, it was a day of drawing on reserves and
eating into precious resources. Thus, the decision to furlough was made. Not because of
being in an immediate precarious financial position but to protect the longer term resilience
of the organisation.
As Jacky puts it:
When we can start up again there will be a bit of leeway. We may well lose money on
sessions to start with if not all of our participants can return immediately. If we had used up
all our reserves, we would not have been able to do this.
There have been some unexpected and positive outcomes despite this. The volunteer
trustees are meeting weekly (virtually) and are stepping up to the breach. Previous board
meetings were monthly with the CEO & admin officer. Everyone on the Board has very
different skills and they are bringing everything to the table. We are well connected,
supporting each other and on the same page. I am feeling a lot of gratitude, we are on the
same mission together.
And compared to the live sessions we provided prior to furlough, online viewing numbers
have gone far beyond that of participant numbers with one session attracting 250 views.
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So now that we know people are interested in what we have to offer there is new business
to develop here going forward.
“Social enterprises contribute £60bn to the UK economy and employ 5% of the UK
workforce. [They]… employ tens of thousands of vulnerable and disadvantaged people
such as those with disabilities, homeless people and veterans. Many of these workers
will struggle to find employment if the social enterprises they work for close… Once
these businesses disappear it will take years to rebuild. Their loss will drag our economy
down and unnecessarily elongate our recovery.” (8)

To fall through the gap of automatic government business and individual support, and
seeing long sought after or garnered financial support fall away, leaves many of our
members no option but to either close the doors and wait it out, or to enter the minefield
which is the C19 funding applications process. If we thought it was getting tough before all
of this kicked off, right now it is fast turning into a nightmare. And on a local level,
companies like Double Elephant and Magic Carpet are left with the moral dilemma of
knowing that an application from them would compete with their colleagues whose
business’ are literally keeping people alive.
We need to maintain the argument that propping up these businesses follows the
Chancellors logic because it will ease the reliance on the state during the recovery period.
Many of our members work with people who, through them, access a wide range of often
critical services which are no longer (or never were) delivered by the public sector - be it
mental health, social access, disability enablement, financial advice, environment services,
supported employment, relationship breakdown and so forth. Much like we are being
asked to not overburden the NHS during this crisis, we will find our Local Authorities
overwhelmed if this wider support network collapses.

IS THIS THE END?
“It is 12 years since the first State of Social Enterprise report. My hope is that in another
12 years’ time we won’t have to explain what a social enterprise is or why it is the future
of business. The foundations of our economy will have changed significantly enough for
social enterprise to be seen as the natural way of doing business. If we haven’t achieved
this breakthrough, I fear that the triple threat of social division, ecological breakdown and
economic stagnation will have overcome us.” (9)
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The power of the Social Enterprise Networks at this time is unprecedented. We are the
midwives and incubators of value driven entrepreneurs. We are the larger voice within an
economic system which too often overlooks the individual. We are the places where ideas
and learning can be shared amongst peers. We are the overseer who can convene crosssector and cross-organisational conversations.
And it is our connections across the region and beyond which will stand us in good stead
to weather this storm. Exeter’s local network, ESSENCE of Exeter CIC, is part of the
Enhance Social Enterprise Network which brings together a partnership between Exeter,
Torbay, Plymouth, Somerset and rural Devon. We are proud to receive funding from the
European Regional Development Fund to continue our work, on behalf of our members,
across the whole of the Heart of the Southwest.
If humanity is to re-design societal solutions that are sustainable and take the learnings of
this pandemic to heart, the Social Enterprise Networks are at the front of the queue of
those who are here to help. We have a broad view of the sector and can pose the bigger
questions. Such as, ‘How do we re-establish value after a time where so many social
enterprises have offered their services and products for free or with a discount, and in a
time when personal and political economies will be stretched?’
There is a risk that the plan which is emerging from the centre in response to Covid-19
does not have a broad enough perspective on our economy to be holistic and inclusive
enough to support its diversity. At this juncture and after the universally shared experience
which is Coronavirus, we need a plan which is worthy of ALL the people and organisations
who will be actioning it. The only way we will get that is if we continue to insist on its
necessity.

And what would a world WITHOUT our Social Enterprises look like?
As is my way as a resilient leader, if I raise my head above this and insist on finding a
hidden gem in any situation, I predict that our worse case scenario is something that I, for
one, could consider surviving. If the collapse of much of our social enterprise sector does
happen over the coming months, this will drive an enlightened workforce to return to our
mainstream spaces. They will infuse them with a homeopathic dose of social and circular
economy precepts that not only should they argue for but should insist on. An enormous
number of Social Enterprises have evolved out of a disenfranchised or disenchanted
workforce who believed that things could and should be done better. Perhaps it is time for
them to return to those workforces and speak of the lessons they have learned.
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Or perhaps it is time for their visions, and the companies they have founded, to be taken
forward as the fittest and most worthy of survival in this ‘New Normal’ world. Only time will
tell.

Our thanks go out to the members who continually gift the networks through
their wisdom sharing and their embrace of the experiences they encounter on
their enterprising journey.

The Heart of the South West Enhance Social Enterprise
Programme is receiving up to £1,041,536 of funding from the
England European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) as part of
the European Structural and Investment Funds Growth
Programme 2014-2020. The Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government is the Managing Authority for ERDF.
Established by the European Union, ERDF funds help local areas
stimulate their economic development by investing in projects
which will support innovation, businesses, create jobs and local
community regenerations. For more information visit https://
www.gov.uk/european-growth-funding.

The Heart of the South West Enhance Social Enterprise
Programme is receiving up to £1,053,610 of funding from the England European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) as part of the European Structural and Investment
Funds Growth Programme 2014-2020. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government is the Managing Authority for ERDF. Established by the European Union,
ERDF funds help local areas stimulate their economic development by investing in
projects which will support innovation, businesses, create jobs and local community
regenerations. For more information visit https://www.gov.uk/guidance/england-2014to-2020-european-structural-and-investment-funds
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